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The Retro Revival
We’re breathing fresh air into iconic 

heritage revivals with eco-friendly, 

adventure-ready style that never fades.

‘94 E.C.O. Recycled Fleece

Your dad called... He wants his 90’s fleece back. 

Pulled from the gear vault, the ’94 E.C.O. Recycled 

Fleece is back for a victory lap as the champion 

of year-round casual explorers looking for cozy, 

warm, and vintage cool when they’re kicking back 

or kicking into high gear. 100% recycled and 110% 

retro vibes, this plush sherpa fleece is the comfort 

fuel you need to get out and enjoy the outdoors, 

from backyard and campfire brews to weekend 

out-and-backs with your crew. 

This fleece 1/2 zip will get high mileage on and off 

the mountain for another 30 years to come with 

a nostalgic feel that will make your trail crew and 

your trendy friends jealous. When you’re rocking 

this reimagined Marmot classic, you’re making 

the double-whammy commitment to maximum 

coziness and a minimized impact on the world 

around you.

Women’s

Men’s
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‘96 Active Anorak

We’re throwing it back to the 90’s with the 

reimagined Marmot ‘96 Active Anorak. Recycled 

stretch fabric and eco-friendly water-repellent 

finish breathe modern fresh air into this 

lightweight heritage hoody that feels equally at 

home shooting the breeze as it does pushing 

through it. 

This vintage-inspired windbreaker is as 

casually stylish as it is functional, with stretchy 

performance and a retro kangaroo pocket that not 

only looks cool, but comes in super handy from 

spring bouldering trips and cool summer hikes to 

long nights in the city or around the campfire. 

When you’re rocking this reimagined Marmot 

classic, you’re making the double-whammy 

commitment to maximum coziness and a 

minimized impact on the world around you.

Women’s

Men’s
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100% Heavyweight Cotton

Dont worry about wearing it out, get stoked about 

breaking it in - it gets comfier everytime.
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M14174 Wm‘s Peaks Hoody

M14415 Wm‘s Peaks Tee SS

M14213 Wm’s MMW Circle Heavy Pocket Tank

M14180 Wm‘s Peaks Short

M14122 Circle Heavyweight Full Zip Hoody

M14129 Peaks Tee SS

M14263 Peaks Jogger

M14131 Peaks Short
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Save it for a 
Rainy Day
Goodbye blazing sun, hello blazing trails! 

When the storm clouds roll in, throw on 

your shell and roll out.

PreCip ECO Pro Jacket

Meet the newest addition to our high-performing 

PreCip line: the PreCip® Eco Pro Jacket. Bomber 

construction with waterproof Marmot MemBrain® 

lamination and 100% seam taping for zero leaks 

and rain blocking as you hike, canoe, or play. The 

PFC-free coating keeps you dry, while the hood 

and drawcord hem provide for extra comfort and 

coverage. Open up the heat-releasing PitZips 

when the pace picks up and stash extra gear in 

the large pack pockets.

Women’s

Men’s
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The Packable 
Gore-Tex 
companion on 
your side

Everything you need, nothing you don’t 

- like perfectly placed pack pockets and 

waterproof durability for days.

Minimalist Pro Gore-Tex Jacket

Less is more with the much-loved Men’s 

Minimalist Pro Jacket. Waterproof PACLITE Plus is 

a GORE-TEX workhorse that’s nice and light, packs 

down small and is extra durable for lots of use in 

seriously wet weather. Heat-releasing PitZips add 

extra ventilation when the pace picks up.100% 

seam taping and large pack pockets under the 

welt double down on weather protection.

Women’s

Men’s
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Mitre Peak Gore-Tex Jacket

Meet the Mitre Peak Jacket—a jack-of-all-trades 

that goes the distance. Made of breathable 

GORE-TEX Active 3L plus GORE-TEX ripstop 

nylon across the shoulders and hood, this 

lightweight rain jacket ensures durability to 

shed water for years. Heat-releasing PitZips 

and 100% seam taping mean zero leaks, and pack 

pockets are great for stashing small gear when 

you’re on the move.

Women’s

Men’s
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The (Eco) Gold 
Standard

Lighten your load & your eco-footprint on 

your next backpacking adventure with 

Earth-friendly down bags.

ExpeDRY Technology

Ease your eco-conscience with a new chemical 

free water-repellant finish that keeps you warmer, 

your down bag dryer and our planet Earth 

healthier. All in a packable 800-fill bundle of joy.

Lithium 0° Bag Helium 15° Bag Hydrogen 30° Bag
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Supperalloy.
Supersized.

Add another crew member (or pup) into 

the backcountry mix without adding more 

weight to your kit.

Superalloy 3P Tent

Carrying the team on your back just got a whole 

lot easier. Trust us, the starry sky view is always 

better shared with a partner or crew.

Superalloy 3P Tent Superalloy 2P Tent
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